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ABSTRACT
Effective foreground detection in dynamic scenes is a challenging task in computer vision applications. In this paper, we
propose a novel background modeling method to tackle this
problem. First, we propose a second-order center-symmetric
local derivative pattern (CS-LDP) which extracts more detail
information compared with the first-order center-symmetric
local binary pattern (CS-LBP). Then by concatenating the
CS-LBP and CS-LDP histograms, a new hybrid histogram
feature is presented. The length of this histogram is much
shorter than the local binary pattern (LBP) histogram. Based
on this hybrid feature, a novel background modeling method
is proposed where the pixel process is modeled with a group
of adaptive hybrid histograms. The major advantage of our
method is its low complexity. Experiments on three challenging sequences demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and fast, producing comparable results to state-of-art
algorithm while reducing the computation time greatly.
Index Terms— Background modeling, local binary pattern (LBP), center-symmetric local binary pattern (CS-LBP),
center-symmetric local derivative pattern (CS-LDP).
1. INTRODUCTION
Moving object detection is often the first step in video processing applications, such as transportation, security and
surveillance. Its output is usually as an input to a higher level
process. Therefore, its performance can have huge effect on
the performance of higher level tasks. As a common approach
to this problem, background subtraction has been widely used
in the last decades, but it is still a difficult task when the background scenes are dynamic in nature, e.g. swaying trees, rippling water, moving vegetation.
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [1] is one of the most
popular techniques for background modeling, where each
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pixel is modeled by a mixture of K Gaussian distributions,
and each Gaussian represents the intensity distribution of one
of the different environment components. Then the techniques of adaptive learning speed and adaptive component
number for each pixel were extended on the standard GMM
in the work [2] and [3] respectively. However, these methods have the limitation of Gaussian distribution assumption
which does not always hold in practice. Another common
method is the nonparametric statistical model. The kernel
density estimation (KDE) [4] technique has been proposed
for background subtraction. Given the previous pixels, the
probability density of the intensities in current frame was estimated by kernel density estimation without any assumptions
on distribution. In [5], multimodal kernel density estimation
using pixel position and color information was proposed for
background modeling. But kernel based methods are computationally intensive and the performance is not very good
in dynamic scenes. Li et al. [6] proposed to characterize the
background with principal features of each pixel according
to their statistics, but it relied on look-up tables for training.
Theses methods mentioned above assume the pixels are independent in most cases, which degrades their performance in
dynamic scenes.
The recently proposed background subtraction approach
based on local binary pattern (LBP) [7] has received noticeable attention. It models each pixel with a group of LBP
histograms and shows promising performance in dynamic
scenes. However, the LBP operator produces long feature set
since it only adopts the first-order gradient information between center pixel and its neighbors. Center-symmetric local
binary pattern (CS-LBP) [8] used for matching is an effective extension to LBP. Although it has much shorter feature
length, it can not contain enough information for background
modeling. To the best of our knowledge, the thought of highorder local derivative pattern has shown many advantages and
was successfully applied in face recognition [9] and image
representation [10], but it has not been appropriately used for
background subtraction.
In this paper, we first propose a second-order center-

symmetric local derivative pattern (CS-LDP) operator which
extracts more detail local information than CS-LBP. Then we
concatenate the CS-LBP histogram and CS-LDP histogram
to get a new hybrid feature. Based on this feature, we propose our background subtraction method. Experiments on
challenging sequences indicate that our method can produce
comparable results while using less computation time compared to the LBP based method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we introduce our CS-LDP operator and propose the novel hybrid feature. In Section 3, the background modeling method
based on this feature is presented. Experimental results comparison and evaluation are conducted in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude the paper with some discussions.
2. PROPOSED FEATURE
Fig. 1. Example of LBP, CS-LBP and CS-LDP operator with
8 neighbors.

2.1. LBP and CS-LBP operator
LBP operator was first defined as a grayscale invariant texture
measure. The LBP operator labels the pixels of an image region by thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel with the
value of central pixel and concatenating the results binomially
to form a decimal number:
LBPR,N =

N
−1
X

s(zi − zc )2i

(1)

i=0

where zc corresponds to the grey value of central pixel
(xc , yc ) and zi to the grey values of N equally spaced pixels on a circle R. The thresholding function s(x) is defined
as:

1 x>0
s(x) =
(2)
0 otherwise
LBP operator has the property of being invariant to illumination changes and has been used in many fields. CS-LBP
operator is an effective extension to LBP by reducing the feature length greatly. Different from LBP that compares each
neighbor with the central pixel, it compares the grey values of
pairs of pixels in center symmetric direction:
(N/2)−1

CS-LBPR,N =

X

s(zi − zi+(N/2) )2i

(3)

i=0

where zi and zi+(N/2) are the values of neighborhood pixels
in center symmetric direction.

describing more information and the high order local derivative patterns in [9] [10] produce very long feature set that is
not suitable for background modeling, here we first propose
a novel CS-LDP operator which is a second order derivative
pattern in center symmetric direction. CS-LDP operator can
capture more detail information while having the same feature
length to CS-LBP, and it is defined as:
(N/2)−1

CS-LDPR,N =

X

t[(zi − zc ) · (zc − zi+(N/2) )]2i (4)

i=0

where the parameters zc , zi , zi+(N/2) , R, N are the same as
above. The threshold function t(·, ·) is used to determine the
types of local pattern transition and is defined as:

0 if x1 · x2 > 0
t(x1 , x2 ) =
(5)
1 if x1 · x2 6 0
Fig.1 shows an example of obtaining the LBP, CS-LBP
and CS-LDP patterns with eight neighbors around zc . It can
been seen that LBP encodes all eight direction first order
derivative binary result. CS-LBP pattern calculates the first
order center symmetric derivatives at zc along 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦
and 135◦ directions that can be written as:
CS-LBP0◦ (zc ) = s(z0 − z4 )

(6)

CS-LBP45◦ (zc ) = s(z1 − z5 )

(7)

2.2. CS-LDP operator

CS-LBP90◦ (zc ) = s(z2 − z6 )

(8)

Theoretically, LBP can be considered as a non-directional
first order local pattern, which is the binary result of the first
order derivative image. CS-LBP produces much shorter feature set than LBP, but it is also a first order local pattern in center symmetric direction and it ignores the central pixel information. Since the first order derivative pattern is incapable of

CS-LBP135◦ (zc ) = s(z3 − z7 )

(9)

CS-LDP pattern is considered to encode the second order center symmetric derivatives at zc along 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ and
135◦ directions. They can be represented as:
CS-LDP0◦ (zc ) = t[(z0 − zc ), (zc − z4 )]

(10)

CS-LDP45◦ (zc ) = t[(z1 − zc ), (zc − z5 )]

(11)

CS-LDP90◦ (zc ) = t[(z2 − zc ), (zc − z6 )]

(12)

CS-LDP135◦ (zc ) = t[(z3 − zc ), (zc − z7 )]

(13)

From the above illustration, we find that CS-LDP and CSLBP both compute the same directional derivative information and produce the same feature length. They have much
shorter length than LBP. Given 8 neighbors for example, CSLBP and CS-LDP both produce 4 bits binary sequence while
LBP yields 8 bits. Besides, as a complement, CS-LDP captures more detail information by encoding the relationship between central pixel and center symmetric neighbors.
2.3. Hybrid histogram feature
CS-LBP is to encode the coarse gradient information while
CS-LDP focuses on describing the detail of the local region. Combining the advantages of these two patterns, we
propose a novel histogram feature for background modeling. Let Rregion be a circular region around the center pixel
(x, y). The CS-LBP histogram HCS-LBP and CS-LDP histogram HCS-LDP over this region are as follows:
HCS-LBP, j =

X

I{CS-LBPN,R (x, y) = j}

(14)

I{CS-LDPN,R (x, y) = j}

(15)

(x,y)∈Rregion

HCS-LDP, j =

X
(x,y)∈Rregion

where j = 0, . . . , 2(N/2) − 1, HCS-LBP, j and HCS-LDP, j are the
histogram values at j th bin of HCS-LBP and HCS-LDP respectively. I(A) is defined as:

1 if A is true
I(A) =
(16)
0 otherwise
Then, our hybrid histogram feature Hhybrid is defined as
the concatenation of the HCS-LBP and HCS-LDP histograms:
Hhybrid = HCS-LBP

HCS-LDP

(17)

where “ ” means the concatenation operation.

Fig. 2. The computing procedure of Hhybrid histogram on center pixel (marked with X).

The Hhybrid histogram is suitable for background modeling. First, it is robust to monotonic grey level changes.

below the value TP for all background histograms, we consider that the current feature is not matching with any background distributions. Then, the corresponding pixel is classified as foreground, and the model histogram with the lowest
weight is replaced with current histogram and given to a low
initial weight. If the similarity is higher than TP for at least
one of the background feature, then the corresponding pixel
is labeled as background and we update the histogram feature
with the highest similarity value. The best matching model
histogram denoted by mk is updated with the new feature as
follows:
mk = (1 − α)mk + αh
(20)
meanwhile the weights for all models are updated as:
ωk = (1 − α)ωk + αMk

(21)

where Mk is 1 for the matching feature and 0 for the others.
α ∈ (0, 1) is the learning rate, bigger learning rate means
faster background adaption.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, three
challenging video sequences characterized by dynamic scenes
are adopted for testing. These sequence are all publicly available, and the groundtruth images are obtained by manually
segmented. The proposed approach is also compared with
three widely used approaches including GMM [1], KDE [4]
and LBP [7]. For all algorithms, no morphological operation
is applied. Both visual and numerical methods are used for
comparison. The Precision and Recall rates are used for evaluation. (TP is number of positives correctly detected, FP is
number of positives incorrectly detected and FN is number of
true positives not detected.)
TP
(22)
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
(23)
TP + FN
The first sequence is from [11] which involves heavily
waving trees. The second experiment is conducted on rippling
water sequence and the third test sequence is about campus
environment containing moving tree branches. The last two
sequences are both from [6]. All the three sequences are containing dynamic background but each of them has different
Precision =

Table 1. The parameter values of LBP and our method for the
results in Figs. 3 to 5
Fig. K N R Rregion TB
TPLBP TPOur
3
4
8
2
9
0.80
0.60
0.80
4
4
8
2
9
0.80
0.57
0.74
5
4
8
2
9
0.80
0.61
0.84

Fig. 3. Comparison results on waving trees. The top row
is the original frames named as 247th , 250th , 252th and
254th frames. The second row is corresponding ground truth
frames. The third, forth and fifth rows are the results obtained
by GMM, KDE and LBP methods respectively. The last row
is the results obtained by proposed method.

situation. We run both GMM and KDE algorithms with default parameters. For fair comparison, most parameters for
LBP and our method are the same for the three experiments.
We only turn the threshold value TP according to sequence
environment in order to get better results. The values of the
parameters for LBP and our method are given in Table.1. The
learning rate is set to α = 0.01 for all experiments.
As shown in the figures, we can see that GMM and KDE
methods detect large number of dynamic background pixels
as foreground and many foreground positives on the inner areas are not detected. In contrast, LBP and our method are
more robust to dynamic scenes. They can distinguish background pixels from true moving objects. Meanwhile, most
part of the foreground is correctly detected. Table.2∼4 are
the corresponding quantitative evaluations for each sequence
which further prove the effectiveness of our method.
From quantitative comparisons above, we can see that
LBP and our approach outperform the GMM and KDE methods. This is because LBP and our method are region-based
which is more tolerable to dynamic pixels and noises. In
addition, our approach produces comparable results to LBP
method. Although the Precision is slightly lower than LBP,

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of Precision and Recall
rates on waving trees sequence
Method
GMM KDE
LBP
Ours
247th 75.44 71.01 92.47 90.32
250th 70.69 66.64 94.78 91.88
Precision(%)
252th 75.73 70.65 92.35 90.84
254th 80.19 77.56 95.00 93.50
247th 64.04 79.88 87.99 88.09
250th 61.49 72.36 85.66 88.52
Recall(%)
252th 63.07 70.95 88.57 89.44
254th 64.35 75.25 88.86 89.05

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of Precision and Recall
rates on rippling water sequence
Method
Precision(%)

Recall(%)
Fig. 4. Comparison results on rippling water. The top row
is the original frames named as 1498th , 1508th , 1514th and
1523th frames. The second row is corresponding ground truth
frames. The third, forth and fifth rows are the results obtained
by GMM, KDE and LBP methods respectively. The last row
is the results obtained by proposed method.

the Recall rate detected by ours is higher.
Another advantage of our method is that it has low complexity than LBP. In our three experiments, the feature dimension in LBP is 28 = 256 while in our method the feature
length is just (2 × 28/2 ) = 32. By comparing, the feature
dimension is reduced by 87.5% which shows the low complexity of our method, and the feature reduction also results in
less computation time. Table.5 shows the speed comparison
for both methods on three sequences. As an example, we test
all the algorithms on Matlab7.1 on PC computer with 2.4GHz
Intel CPU, 2G RAM. The frame size in the first sequence is
120 × 160 and 128 × 160 for the last two sequences. We can
see that our approach reduces about 25%-29% computation
time per frame than LBP method.
From above experiments, we can conclude that our
method has low complexity and is robust to dynamic scenes.
First, it yields comparable performance to LBP method, with
slightly lower precision and higher recall rates. More important, our approach is more faster than LBP method. The reason is that our method adopts small feature set for background

1498th
1508th
1514th
1523th
1498th
1508th
1514th
1523th

GMM
63.22
75.17
72.42
71.63
85.17
76.68
80.21
82.83

KDE
56.50
56.50
61.93
63.02
86.76
70.16
68.48
70.13

LBP
73.74
62.42
75.41
67.31
76.13
69.96
85.03
85.10

Ours
67.07
64.87
70.38
63.41
84.40
80.30
90.71
86.28

modeling which saves the computation time, but it dose not
result in much information loss since high order local pattern
can capture more detail information.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first propose a novel CS-LDP operator which
can extract more detail local information. Then by combining
the histograms of CS-LBP and CS-LDP, we define a new hybrid histogram feature. Based on this feature, we propose our
background subtraction method. Experiments on challenging
sequences demonstrate that our method has low complexity
and is effective to detect true foreground in dynamic scenes.
Furthermore, we believe that the combination of CS-LBP
and CD-LDP operators is not limited to the field of background modeling. It is also expected to be effective in other
research areas, such as object recognition and matching.
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